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Greetings everyone.  Wow, time flies in AA service.

First, I remember reading the Area Reports when I was a GSR and then DCM.  I
thought, wow, these guys really seem moved by serving at Area, almost cheesy.
Well, now here I am, and yes, here’s some more cheese!:  Serving as Area
Corrections Chair has been the highlight of my AA service thus far.  I am humbled,
full of joy, and really grateful at having the privilege of serving at the Area level.
It is an incredibly rich experience.  Thanks to my service sponsor and my Seattle
Intergroup service manual study group and facilitators.  What an amazing program
this is.  I highly recommend Area service.  I will change you!  And now on to my
report:

ACCOMPLISHMENTS FROM THE YEAR.
Personal Growth. Since taking over the corrections chair this past January, it has
been an amazing journey in growth and maturity. Being childish, emotionally
sensitive and grandiose (see 12 and 12, p. 123), AA service has allowed me the
opportunity to grow spiritually, in AA, and to grow as a member of my community
and professionally.  I am overjoyed with the servant’s heart I have discovered here.

Organization.
1. Corrections Subcommittee. Was formed early on to meet monthly to compare

notes, discuss ideas, monitor correctional facilities and share information. This
brought me up to speed in AA corrections, and I would like to thank all those
that were instrumental in this process.  They are as follows:
a. Derek S. – Chair, that’s me!
b. David S. – Corrections Bridge, carried over from the last 6 months of the

previous rotation, David has been an integral part of our committee. He also
serves as corrections chair of Eastside Intergroup.



c. Vaas S. – Over 16 years in corrections service, Vaas’ elder statesmanlike
presence has been a wise and welcome member on the subcommittee.

d. Keith M. – a past Delegate from Area 69, Keith has been instrumental in
getting us up to speed on how corrections works, with much experience
carrying the message behind the walls.

e. Pete K. – currently serving in Seattle Intergroup, Pete and I spent hours on
the phone getting me up to speed on Area Corrections and checks in with me
regularly to offer advice and experience, and always a story.

f. Angel M. – Corrections Chair from District 34, Angel acts as a our bridge
with the Spanish speaking AA community. He is an inspiration and
dedicated servant.

2. Quarterlies.  We have had three successful quarterlies so far this year,
participation remains strong and I am humbled by the dedication of AA servants
involved in corrections.  They (and now me) are a special breed.  Thank you all.

3. Corrections Workbook Study. – We completed a Corrections Workbook Study.
We met every Sunday at 4:00 pm for about 4 months.  I hosted the meeting and
Keith M., our past delegate, took us through the workbook page by page.  The
book is an incredible resource for anyone with an interest in corrections and the
workbook study was such a success, we decided at our September Quarterly to
hold another one beginning in January of next year.

4. Intergroups and Districts.  We are continuing to foster communication across
districts and intergroups.  I have learned how important and involved our
intergroups are to the AA service structure and my vision is to create a solid
connection between the intergroups in Western Washington and Area 72 so that
we have organized and well-oiled communication channels between our
intergroup corrections and Area corrections.  I want to give a shout out to Mike
C., Pierce County Intergroup, Pam H. Seattle Intergroup and David S, Eastside
Intergroup for their strong support and experienced voice at our quarterlies.

5. Spanish Speaking Community.  We are successfully hosting quarterlies
complete with Spanish translation.  I am most proud of this accomplishment.  I
trust word will get around and attendance from our Spanish speaking brothers
and sisters will increase over time.  I would like to thank Angel for his
enthusiasm and dedication and Ramiro, DCM 57 for his support and
participation.  It was great having him at our quarterly.



RECENT EVENTS
1. Corrections Presentations. I gave my first two presentations on corrections this

last quarter.

a. District 46 – On Zoom.  I attended District 46’s District Meeting on zoom
and spoke about corrections.  I’m not sure how informative it was but I am
learning and getting comfortable in making presentations.

b. District 57 – In Person in Mt. Vernon.   I drove up to meet with District 57 in
Mt. Vernon to present on corrections and understand the interest and needs
of our Spanish speaking AA community.  They are very dedicated and show
a great interest in helping corrections programs in AA and want to assist and
donate in any way they can.  It was a privilege to meet with them and also to
present through an interpreter.  What a learning experience!

2. Corrections Quarterly.  We held our third Quarterly of this rotation on Zoom on
Saturday, September 18, 2021, some highlights:
a. 17 of 41 Districts attended/reported
b. Seattle, Pierce County and Eastside Intergroups all reported
c. 18 attendees on average (not including our Spanish translators).
d. We successfully hosted the quarterly complete with Spanish translation.

Only a few bumps in the beginning this time as we learned how to allow our
translators to get into the zoom application to set up the translator function.
We are improving, the June quarterly required all kinds of adjustments,
logging off, changing meeting rooms etc.  We only had to log off once this
time.  Thanks for everyone’s patience.

e. The theme this quarterly again is facilities are mostly shut down to AA
meetings.  No state facilities are open to Aa meetings either in person or on
zoom.  Some correctional facilities are allowing zoom (or Starleaf) such as
Island County Jail, Thurston County Jail, to name two.  Echo Glen Juvenile
Facility is allowing in-person to a select few through our AA member Kewn
who presented at our June Quarterly.

f. And literature orders are very slow.  Most intergroups are sitting on pink can
funds waiting for reopening when we expect a ton of orders.  Until then, we
are very slow.

g. And last but not least, Pam H. was our speaker.  Pam is currently serving as
the Seattle Intergroup Corrections Chair and has been involved in carrying



the message behind the walls since 1995.  She was inspirational and leads
the call for younger corrections volunteers to learn the ropes as the old guard
steps aside.  Carrying the message behind the walls is a special skill set in
AA and extremely rewarding, but it’s a learning process, and she wants to
share her experience with the next generation of dedicated corrections
volunteers.

LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
(Learning opportunities Problems or issues I am facing or have already dealt with).

1. This past two Quarterlies, we have learned how to facilitate Spanish translation
in our zoom quarterlies. There are specific things we had to do, such as setting
up the zoom account for translation capabilities. It was there I learned how well
developed our Area is in this regard. Each standing committee chair has an area
zoom account complete with all the necessary bells and whistles for Spanish
translation and 300 participants and all kinds of other amenities. We also
learned we have to set up emails in the zoom settings for our translators,
typically two who work in 45- minute increments, translating is intensive. I
have a new appreciation for our translators. How they translate not only the
words, but also the idea in the words and the tone, in order to properly convey
the proper meaning. Brilliant minds with advanced mental capabilities I never
even considered. And, I learned to announce to the participants to select a
language so they can hear the translation. I remember hearing this all the time
at our assembly and quarterlies, but now I was the one called to remind
everybody. I have a rapidly growing appreciation for our electeds talents in all
these little things they do so gracefully. So, after all of this, our committee is
now qualified and has Spanish interpretation at our quarterlies.

GOALS NEXT QUARTER AND YEAR
(goals I hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter and year)

1. Master List of Volunteers. We have created an ad hoc committee to determine
the best way to assemble a centralized list of corrections volunteers throughout
Western Washington and connect them with AA members who are the point of
contact with the different facilities.  We hope that those that are going in can
draw from this list and then work those people through the clearance process for
their specific facility.

2. Correspondence to DOC Secretary. I am working with Holly H., Corrections
Chair for Area 92, our sister Area to our east, to write a letter to the new
Department of Corrections Secretary, Cheryl Strange.  Ms. Strange has a



background in Mental Health.  I am hopeful our correspondence with her will
be helpful to her as she directs the State’s correctional facilities in the coming
ears.

3. Organization and Communication. We continue to remain ready as we monitor
the facilities and try to anticipate reopening so we can deliver to the Districts
when called upon;

4. Literature. Continue to deliver literature in a timely manner when requested;
5. Interest in Corrections. Continue to generate interest in District, Intergroup and

Area Corrections by improving our organization, communication, information
and outreach with the goal of building a rich trusted servant community for
future Area servants to draw from.

6. Google Shared Drive. I will continue to populate the Area Corrections Google
Shared Drive with correction literature, forms and information so everyone has
access at all times, including future corrections chairs and archives. Feel free to
email me items of interest and I will add them to the shared drive.

In closing, In closing, I am available to any Intergroup, District, Home Group and
the like to share on corrections, personal recovery, or to moderate group
inventories, or assist in group resolution. Just email me as I am always happy to be
of service. Corrections@area72aa.org .
Yours in service,
Derek S
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